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Travel Well
TAKE THE STRESS OUT OF TRAVEL AND
KEEP YOUR COOL WITH OUR PICKS FOR
CHIC-ON-THE-GO GETAWAYS
BY LORI HEISS

SOLE SURVIVOR
When you’re traveling,
comfort is king. But as everyone
knows, sensible shoes usually don’t
score highly in the fashion stakes.
With these stylish foldable flats
from Yosi Samra there’s no
need to sacrifice style for comfort
while running between terminals
on your next trip. Made of high quality leather or fun embellished fabrics,
simply fold them up and pop them in your bag. Your feet will thank you!
yosisamra.com $77-$106

AIRPLANE MODE
It’s easy to forget the little things when you’re on the go, but Pinch
Provisions has created a whole range of products to help you have just
what you need wherever you are. Their Minimergency Kits are great
for everyday use, but for travel we love their Airplane Mode kit ($26).
The cool metallic bag is packed full of travel lifesavers like an eye mask,
earbuds, lotions and wrinkle remover spray. They’ve thought of pretty
much everything so you won’t have to!
pinchprovisions.com

A WRINKLE IN TIME
Despite your best efforts at folding everything
“just so,” your clothes inevitably look like they’ve
been slept in once they’re unpacked at your destination. Avoid looking like you’ve just rolled out
of bed with fashions from ExOfficio, a company
dedicated to creating travel-ready clothing for men
and women. With items that are wrinkle resistant,
reversible or convertible, they even have a range of
insect repellent clothes. For wrinkle-free style, we
particularly like their Wanderlux Stripe Salama
dress ($31.99, pictured). Made of soft moss jersey,
it has a two-position tie allowing you to create
different looks and even features a hidden security
zip pocket on right big enough to fit your passport.
exofficio.com

Getting away from
it all doesn’t need to
mean you don’t want
to stay in contact with
friends and family back home. Keeping your phone charged
has never been easier or more stylish than with Kyte &
Key’s Cabelet, an iPhone charge-and-sync cable hidden
within a braided leather bracelet. Available in a variety of
colors and finishes.
kyteandkey.com $99-$149
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